Gap Fillers by Schadenfreude

Puzzle

Instructions

When the answers have been entered in the grid five entries (of lengths 8, 7, 7, 6 and 5) will be vacant, and some will include one or two empty cells. Solvers must complete the grid as demanded by the title of a work. Each asterisked clue has a single letter misprint in its definition part. If these clues are put in normal across/down order the correct letters spell out the title of the work (minus its last word) and the originator’s last name. Across and down clues are given in alphabetical order of their answers and all final grid entries are real words or phrases.
ACROSS
*See over fifty on each ride (3)
A soldier collapsed in ditch (7)
A country to show success (5)
*Sharks had seal in trouble (5)
*Troop's fit to move on (3)
Virginia's taking out one member of the ruling party wearing war decoration (5)
*Crop in Indiana yet to be cut (6)
*Shops prosperous in appearance turned over (5)
We know about the law on building sites saving energy (7)
*Bills are dropped by design (3)
*Priest in the part of choir master (5)
*Duck feather (3)
Get dusty Romeo to appear in spectacle (6)
*Banks make an estimate of special returns (5)
*Antique set of edge bits initially put in safe with diamonds (6)
*Obama's found time to relax (5)
Fish boxes filled by sailor close to port (8)

DOWN
Adult fish crossing lake freely? (5)
*Joe left the last of wine, under a litre (5)
*Tax cut (3)
*Earth supporting dog fox (4)
Society boy's raised pulse (4)
Roman official educated by assurgent priest (5)
An elusive sort always changing hands (3)
Strengthen foreign engineers abandoned by navy (8)
Soldier about to participate in prescribed course (5)
*Huts shelter catholic men saving energy (8)
More than one dressing, originally naked in illuminated square (5)
*Eight bygone months for rampant nurse (5)
Indian, local one defended by married lawyer (5)
A disease wiping out half of European capital (4)
*Child skirting extremely horrible puddles (6)
Research saving lives increases (5)
Gent from Barcelona put up some roof fittings for Morag (5)
Spot Greek character outside Troy (6)
Entry information

All entries to be received by 5 September 2015

Send completed crosswords:

- by post to CAM 75 Prize Crossword, University of Cambridge, 1 Quayside, Bridge Street, Cambridge, CB5 8AB
- online at alumni.cam.ac.uk/crossword
- by email to cameditor@alumni.cam.ac.uk

The first correct entry drawn will receive £75 of vouchers to spend on Cambridge University Press publications and a copy of *Visions of Science* by James A. Secord, an exploration of seven scientific books from the first half of the 19th century that have made a lasting impact. Two runners up will also receive £50 to spend on CUP publications.

Solutions and winners will be printed in CAM 76 and posted online at alumni.cam.ac.uk/magazine on 19 September 2015.